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Background: Since the global epidemic of the coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19), a large number of immunological studies related to COVID-19

have been published in various immunology journals. However, the results

from these studies were discrete, and no study summarized the important

immunological information about COVID-19 released by these immunology

journals. This study aimed to comprehensively summarize the knowledge

structure and research hotspots of COVID-19 published in major

immunology journals through bibliometrics.

Methods: Publications on COVID-19 in major immunology journals were

obtained from the Web of Science Core Collection. CiteSpace, VOSviewer, and

R-bibliometrix were comprehensively used for bibliometric and visual analysis.

Results: 1,331 and 5,000 publications of 10 journals with high impact factors

and 10 journals with the most papers were included, respectively. The USA,

China, England, and Italy made the most significant contributions to these

papers. University College London, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases, Harvard Medical School, University California San Diego, and

University of Pennsylvania played a central role in international cooperation

in the immunology research field of COVID-19. Yuen Kwok Yung was the most

important author in terms of the number of publications and citations, and the

H-index. CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES and FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY

were the most essential immunology journals. These immunology journals

mostly focused on the following topics: “Delta/Omicron variants”, “cytokine

storm”, “neutralization/neutralizing antibody”, “T cell”, “BNT162b2”, “mRNA

vaccine”, “vaccine effectiveness/safety”, and “long COVID”.
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Conclusion: This study systematically uncovered a holistic picture of the

current research on COVID-19 published in major immunology journals from

the perspective of bibliometrics, which will provide a reference for future

research in this field.
KEYWORDS

immunology journal, B-ibliometric analysis, CiteSpace, R-bibliometrix, the
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Introduction

As of June 29, 2022, COVID-19 has caused 543,352,927

confirmed cases and 6,331,059 deaths globally (1). Currently, the

disease continues to spread rapidly and the world is still

struggling with COVID-19, a serious threat to global public

health. Since the global pandemic of COVID-19, as an important

basic science, immunology has been playing an extremely

important role in the pathogenesis, prevention, and treatment

of COVID-19: Study has shown that soluble circulating IgG

immune complexes are detected in about 80% of patients with

severe and critical COVID-19 (2), which can significantly lead to

long-term disease progression of COVID-19 (3). A recent study

revealed that antibody-dependent enhancement antibodies are

produced by SARS-CoV-2 infection and the process can be

mediated by at least two different host factors, Fcg receptor and
complement component C1q (4). Activation of the complement

system has been identified as part of the COVID-19 clinical

syndrome and plays a key role in the pathogenesis and disease

severity of COVID-19 (5, 6), and in moderate COVID-19

patients, the expression of classical complement system genes

is increased, while in severe patients, the activation of selective

complement system genes is increased (7). Complement

inhibition against COVID-19 can improve symptoms and

reduce mortality by reducing inflammation and preventing

lung injury (8–13), especially for C3, C5, and C5a (5, 14, 15).

The replication cycle of SARS-CoV-2 also interacts with the

autophagy-lysosome pathway in host cells, which is expected to

become a new strategy against COVID-19 (16). SARS-CoV-2

infects human cells with the trimeric spike protein by binding to

a receptor named angiotensin-converting enzyme II (ACE2) (17,

18), and new ACE2 decoy receptor has been proved to

demonstrate remarkable neutralization capacities against

diverse prevalent SARS-CoV-2 mutants (19). Studies have also

shown that COVID-19 has many similarities with autoimmune

diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (20).

Moreover, although accurate information regarding the pros

and cons of vaccines is not currently available, various COVID-
02
19 vaccines have shown good efficacy in preventing SARS-CoV-

2 infection and reducing disease severity and mortality (21–23).

The anti-SARS-CoV-2 monoclonal antibodies demonstrated

positive effects in pre-exposure prophylaxis against susceptible

variants (24), prevention of progression to severe COVID-19

(25), and reduction of patient mortality (26). In addition,

because it can recognize the receptor binding domain (RBD)

or other SARS-CoV-2 receptors, nanobodies have also been

developed to detect the spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 variants

including Omicron (27), and show the potential of neutralizing

SARS-CoV-2 variants (28–31).

The journals of immunology are important platforms for the

publication of immunology research, dedicated to publishing all

aspects of inflammation and innate immunity, immune

receptors, apoptosis, and signaling pathways, antigen

presentation, gene regulation and recombination, cellular and

systemic immunity, vaccine, immune tolerance, autoimmunity,

and tumor immunology. A large number of immunologic

research results related to COVID-19 have been published in

various immunology journals. However, these research results

are discrete and there are no studies to summarize the key

immunological information about COVID-19 transmitted by

these immunology journals.

Thanks to the fact that bibliometrics can intuitively display

the latest progress in a certain research field, sort out research

hotspots, and predict the development trend of this field, it has

become a very important methodology for researchers to

effectively identify and visualize the research development

trend. Some researchers have applied bibliometrics to explore

the relevant research fields of COVID-19 (32–35). In this study,

we tried to conduct a comprehensive and detailed bibliometric

analysis of the publications on COVID-19 published in major

immunologic journals, and determine the current research

hotspots and future trends they transmitted in the field of

immunology. We believe that this information can be useful in

understanding the important information about COVID-19

provided by current immunology journals and the future

research process.
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Methods

Data sources and search strategies

We comprehensively searched the relevant literature on

COVID-19 in the WOSCC. The search time span was from

January 1, 2020, to July 31, 2022. The retrieval strategy was TS=

(COVID-19 OR COVID 19 OR SARS-CoV-2 Infection OR

Infection, SARS-CoV-2 OR SARS CoV 2 Infection OR SARS-

CoV-2 Infections OR 2019 Novel Coronavirus Disease OR 2019

Novel Coronavirus Infection OR 2019-nCoV Disease OR 2019

nCoV Disease OR 2019-nCoV Diseases OR Disease, 2019-nCoV

OR COVID-19 Virus Infection OR COVID 19 Virus Infection

OR COVID-19 Virus Infections OR Infection, COVID-19

Virus OR Virus Infection, COVID-19 OR Coronavirus Disease

2019 OR Disease 2019, Coronavirus OR Coronavirus Disease-19

OR Coronavirus Disease 19 OR Severe Acute Respiratory

Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Infection OR SARS Coronavirus 2

Infection OR COVID-19 Virus Disease OR COVID 19 Virus

Disease OR COVID-19 Virus Diseases OR Disease, COVID-19

Virus OR Virus Disease, COVID-19 OR 2019-nCoV Infection

OR 2019 nCoV Infection OR 2019-nCoV Infections OR

Infection, 2019-nCoV OR COVID19 OR COVID-19

Pandemic OR COVID 19 Pandemic OR Pandemic, COVID-19

OR COVID-19 Pandemics). After excluding the literature that

meets the language and article type requirements, further,

evaluate the title and abstract articles to ascertain whether the

literature meets the theme of COVID-19. For the uncertain

literature, the full text was downloaded and assessed in more

detail. Figure 1 showed the research flow chart.

The journals of publication sources analyzed in this study

were divided into two parts: In Part A, according to the latest

JCR impact factor (IF) in 2021, we identified 10 immunology

journals with the highest IF (Table 1). In Part B, we identified the
Frontiers in Immunology 03
10 immunology journals with the most publications related to

COVID-19 (Table 1).
Bibliometric analysis

CiteSpace (6.1.3) was used to analyze the included literature,

including co-citation analysis performed on countries/regions

and institutions, dual-map overlay of citations, co-cited

references analysis, and timeline view.

VOSviewer (1.6.16) was used to visualize the co-citation

network of authors and journals, and the co-occurrence of

keywords. In the visual map, different nodes represented

authors, journals, keywords, etc. The node size indicated

numbers or frequency. The thickness of the line represented

the strength of the link. The colors of nodes represented

different clusters.

In addition, R-Bibliometrix was used to analyze the theme

evolution based on keywords over time, visualize the

cooperation network between countries, and make a

descriptive analysis of the publishing characteristics of

journals. In addition, we used R software and R-Bibliometrix

to generate the trend topics map based on the occurrence

frequency of author keywords.
Results

General characteristics of publications

A total of 1,331 publications were included in Part A. The

included publications had a total of 87,767 citations, with an

average of 65.94 citations per paper, and an H-index of

132. A total of 5,000 publications were included in Part B.
A B

FIGURE 1

(A) Literature selection process for Part A. (B) Literature selection process for Part B.
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The included publications had a total of 102,469 citations,

with an average of 20.49 citations per paper, and an H-index

of 125.
Countries/regions

Part A
A total of 103 countries/regions contributed to the

1,331 publications included. The USA had the largest

number of papers (n=670, accounting for 50.338% of the

total; 28,625 citations, with an average of 42.72 citations

per paper, and an H-index of 76), followed by China

(n=336, accounting for 25.244%; 46,830 citations, with an

average of 139.38 citations per paper, and an H-index of

87), and England (n=143, accounting for 10.744%; 9,137

citations, with an average of 63.9 citations per paper, and

an H-index of 42) (Figure 2A). Figures 2B, C showed

international cooperation among countries/regions.

Figure 2B was generated by CiteSpace: The thickness of

the lines between countries/regions showed the strength of

cooperation. Of the 20 countries/regions with the most

publications, the USA, Europe (England, Italy, Spain, and

Germany), Australia, and South Africa cooperated closely

with other countries/regions.
Frontiers in Immunology 04
Part B
A total of 144 countries/regions contributed to the 5,000

publications included. The USA had the largest number of papers

(n=1,769, accounting for 35.38% of the total; 29,376 citations, with

an average of 16.61 citations per paper, and an H-index of 76),

followed by China (n=788, accounting for 15.76%; 42,355 citations,

with an average of 53.75 citations per paper, and an H-index of 77),

and Italy (n=437, accounting for 8.74%; 5,660 citations, with an

average of 12.95 citations per paper, and an H-index of 38)

(Figure 3A). Although the total number of publications in

England was fourth, total citations and the H-index were just

behind the USA and China (Figure 3A). Figures 3B, C provided

an illustration of international cooperation between countries/

regions. Of the 20 countries/regions with the most publications,

the USA and Europe had the closest cooperation with other

countries/regions, notably England, Switzerland, and France.

Furthermore, among developing countries, Brazil and India also

have played a major role in national cooperation.

Figures 2, 3 showed that in the global cooperation against

COVID-19, the trend of global cooperation has become very

obvious. Developed countries such as the USA and Europe, and

developing countries such as China and India remain the main

contributors to global cooperation. However, developing countries

were still a weak part of current global cooperation that could be

linked to their research investment and weak infrastructure.
TABLE 1 The journals included regarding COVID-19.

Rank Journals Publications Citations H-
index

IF
(2021)

JCR
(2021)

Country

Part
A

1 CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES 790 41,680 82 20.999 Q1 USA

2 EMERGING MICROBES INFECTIONS 237 12,138 48 19.568 Q1 ENGLAND

3 BRAIN BEHAVIOR AND IMMUNITY 68 11,778 36 19.227 Q1 USA

4 IMMUNITY 62 5,374 35 43.474 Q1 USA

5 SCIENCE IMMUNOLOGY 57 5,418 35 30.63 Q1 USA

6 NATURE IMMUNOLOGY 43 2,808 22 31.25 Q1 USA

7 NATURE REVIEWS IMMUNOLOGY 33 6,234 22 108.555 Q1 ENGLAND

8 CELLULAR MOLECULAR IMMUNOLOGY 26 1,589 13 22.096 Q1 CHINA

9 TRENDS IN IMMUNOLOGY 11 579 7 19.709 Q1 USA

10 ANNUAL REVIEW OF IMMUNOLOGY 4 11 2 32.481 Q1 USA

Part
B

1 VACCINES 1,305 11,202 42 4.961 Q2 SWITZERLAND

2 FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY 1,135 14,628 54 8.786 Q1 SWITZERLAND

3 CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES 571 40,577 79 20.999 Q1 USA

4 OPEN FORUM INFECTIOUS DISEASES 466 2,761 26 4.423 Q3 USA

5 VACCINE 381 5,199 32 4.169 Q3 ENGLAND

6 HUMAN VACCINES IMMUNOTHERAPEUTICS 340 3,278 23 4.526 Q3 USA

7 JOURNAL OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 284 7,510 45 7.759 Q1 USA

8 EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 283 9,075 46 16.126 Q1 USA

9 PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASE JOURNAL 161 2,524 23 3.806 Q3 USA

10 JOURNAL OF ALLERGY AND CLINICAL
IMMUNOLOGY

74 5,715 37 14.29 Q1 USA
COVID-19, the coronavirus disease 2019; IF, impact factor; JCR, Journal Citation Reports.
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Institutions

Part A
In total, 2,717 institutions worldwide contributed to

the 1,331 publications. CiteSpace generated a network
Frontiers in Immunology 05
visualization map of institutional collaboration, as shown

in Figure 4A. The top 5 institutions with the most papers

were the University of Hong Kong, the Center for Disease

Control and Prevention, Harvard Medical School, Emory

University, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The
A

B

C

FIGURE 2

(A) The total publication number, total citations, average citation per paper, and H-index of the 10 most productive countries/regions of Part A.
(B) The country collaboration network of Part A generated by Citespace. (C) The country collaboration of Part A plotted on the world map.
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betweenness centrality (BC) value was an index to evaluate

the importance of nodes in a collaborative network, and a

BC value >0.1 was considered a vital node (36). Among the

top 25 institutions with the most papers, institutions with

BC values greater than 0.1 included University College
Frontiers in Immunology 06
London (UCL), National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID), Harvard Medical School, University

California San Diego, and University of Pennsylvania. Of

these 25 institutions, the USA had 15, China had 6, and

England had 4 (Table S1).
A

B

C

FIGURE 3

(A) The total publication number, total citations, average citation per paper, and H-index of the 10 most productive countries/regions of Part B.
(B) The country collaboration network of Part B generated by Citespace. (C) The country collaboration of Part B plotted on the world map.
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Part B
In total, 7,037 institutions worldwide contributed to these

5,000 publications. CiteSpace generated a network visualization

map of institutional collaboration, as shown in Figure 4B. The

top 5 institutions with the most papers were the Center for

Disease Control and Prevention, Harvard Medical School,

University of Hong Kong, Emory University, and Johns

Hopkins University. Of these 25 institutions, the USA had 13,

China had 4, and England had 2 (Table S1).
Authors and co-cited authors

Part A
A total of 14,793 authors contributed to the 1,331 publications,

with an average of 11.11 authors per paper. Among the countries

with the most corresponding authors of the papers, the USA ranked

first, followed by China and the UK (Figure 5A). Among the top 12

authors with the most published papers, all were from China, 11
Frontiers in Immunology 07
were from the University of Hong Kong, and 1 was from the

National Institutes for Food and Drug Control (Table 2). Yuen

Kwok Yung from the University of Hong Kong published the most

papers with 4,802 citations and an H-index of 21, followed by To

Kelvin Kai Wang from the University of Hong Kong, with 4,699

citations and an H-index of 20. By analyzing the co-citation

network of authors, those who have been cited more than 40

times were defined as key researchers (Figure 5B): The connection

represented the cooperation between authors, and the size of the

circle represented the number of citations. Total link strength (TLS)

indicates the impact of the authors’ published papers on other

authors who participated in the studies. WHO had the most co-

citations (n=448), followed by the Center for Disease Control and

Prevention (n=398). The top 3 authors with the highest TLS were

WHO, Chan Jasper Fuk Woo, and Grifoni Alba.

Part B
A total of 35,394 authors contributed to the 5,000

publications, with an average of 7.08 authors per paper.
A

B

FIGURE 4

The collaboration network of institutions generated by Citespace of Part A, B.
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D

A

B

C

FIGURE 5

(A)The top 20 corresponding author’s countries of Part A. (B) The cluster density map of author co-authorship of Part A generated by
VOSviewer. (C) The top 20 corresponding author’s countries of Part B. (D) The cluster density map of author co-authorship of Part B generated
by VOSviewer.
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Among the countries with the most corresponding authors of

the papers, the USA ranked first, China ranked second, and Italy

ranked third (Figure 5C). Among the top 10 authors with the

most published papers, 5 came from China, all from the

University of Hong Kong, and 3 from the USA, all from the

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (Table 2). Yuen

Kwok Yung from the University of Hong Kong published the

most papers, with 2,428 citations and an H-index of 14, followed

by To Kelvin Kai Wang from the University of Hong Kong, with

2,283 citations and an H-index of 12. Although Dhama Kuldeep

from Indian Veterinary Research Institute only ranked fourth in

the number of articles, the citations ranked third (n=602) and H-

index ranked second (n=13) of the publications. By analyzing

the co-citation network of authors, those who have been cited

more than 115 times were defined as key researchers

(Figure 5D). WHO had the most co-citations (n=2,247), and

the top 3 authors with the highest TLS were WHO, Polack

Fernando P, and Hoffmann Markus.
Journals

Part A
Among the top 10 immunology journals with the highest IF,

CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES had the most publications

(n=790), followed by EMERGING MICROBES INFECTIONS
Frontiers in Immunology 09
and BRAIN BEHAVIOR AND IMMUNITY (n=237 and 68,

respectively) (Table 1). Of these 10 journals, 7 were made

available in the USA, and 2 were published in England.

CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES had the highest total

citations (n=41,680) and H-index (n=82), followed by

EMERGING MICROBES INFECTIONS (12,138 total citations

and 48 of H-index). According to the latest JCR division in 2021,

all 10 journals were in the JCR Q1, of which NATURE REVIEWS

IMMUNOLOGY had the highest IF (108.555), followed by

IMMUNITY (43.474). In addition, the annual occurrences of

the 10 journals were generated by R-Bibliometrix to understand

more specifically the trend of the publication numbers of these

journals in different years (Figure 6A). It could be noted that

from 2020 to 2021, the number of publications by CLINICAL

INFECTIOUS DISEASES increased dramatically. As shown in

Figure 6B, the network visualization diagram of journal co-

citation analysis was created by VOSviewer. Only visually cited

journals at least 70 times. Among the 84 journals that met the

standard, the top 5 journals commonly cited were NEW

ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE (2,610 times), NATURE

(2,098 times), SCIENCE (1,683 times), LANCET (1,633 times),

and CELL (1,599 times).

Part B
Among the 10 most published immunology journals,

VACCINES had the largest number of publications (n=1,305),
TABLE 2 The authors with the most publications.

Rank Authors Country Affiliation Publications Citations H-index

Part A 1 Yuen Kwok Yung CHINA Univ Hong Kong 36 4802 21

2 To Kelvin Kai Wang CHINA Univ Hong Kong 30 4699 20

3 Chan Jasper Fuk Woo CHINA Univ Hong Kong 21 4194 14

4 Chu Hin CHINA Univ Hong Kong 17 3046 12

5 Hung Ivan Fan Ngai CHINA Univ Hong Kong 14 1670 12

6 Chan kwok Hung CHINA Univ Hong Kong 13 2214 10

7 Cheng Vincent Chi Chung CHINA Univ Hong Kong 12 1468 9

8 Cai Jian Piao CHINA Univ Hong Kong 12 1392 8

9 Cowling Benjamin J CHINA Univ Hong Kong 12 169 6

10 Kok Kin Hang CHINA Univ Hong Kong 11 2689 8

11 Yuan Shuofeng CHINA Univ Hong Kong 11 2640 8

12 Huang Weijin CHINA Natl Inst Food & Drug Control 11 476 5

Part B 1 Yuen Kwok Yung CHINA Univ Hong Kong 22 2428 14

2 To Kelvin Kai Wang CHINA Univ Hong Kong 20 2283 12

3 Cowling Benjamin J CHINA Univ Hong Kong 19 220 6

4 Dhama Kuldeep INDIA Indian Veterinary Research Institute 18 602 13

5 Drosten Christian GERMANY Free University of Berlin 15 1245 9

6 Hung Ivan Fan Ngai CHINA Univ Hong Kong 14 1244 8

7 Tate Jacqueline E USA Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 14 161 8

8 Kirking Hannah L USA Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 13 153 7

9 Chan kwok Hung CHINA Univ Hong Kong 12 1816 8

10 Thornburg Natalie J USA Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 12 46 7
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FIGURE 6

(A) Annual occurrences of the 10 journals of Part A. (B) The network visualization diagram of journal co-citation analysis of Part A generated by
VOSviewer. (C) Annual occurrences of the 10 journals of Part B. (D) The network visualization diagram of journal co-citation analysis of Part B
generated by VOSviewer.
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followed by FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY and CLINICAL

INFECTIOUS DISEASES (n=1,135 and 571, respectively)

(Table 1). Of these 10 journals, 7 were made available in the

USA, and 2 were published in Switzerland. CLINICAL

INFECTIOUS DISEASES had the highest total citations

(n=40,577) and H-index (n=79), followed by FRONTIERS IN

IMMUNOLOGY (14,628 total citations with an H-index of 54). 5

journals were in the JCR Q1, of which CLINICAL INFECTIOUS

DISEASES had the highest IF (20.999), followed by EMERGING

INFECTIOUS DISEASES (16.126). From the annual occurrences

of the 10 journals (Figure 6C), it could be found that from 2020,

the publication volume of VACCINES has increased the fastest.

The network visualization diagram of journal co-citation

analysis visualizes only journals that have been cited at least

300 times (Figure 6D). Among the 93 journals that met the

standard, the top 5 journals commonly cited were NEW

ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE (8,528 times), LANCET

(5,894 times), NATURE (5,234 times), VACCINE (4,650 times),

and SCIENCE (4,010 times).
Dual-map overlays

The superposition of dual-map overlays revealed the overall

scientific contribution. The left side was the citing journal, the

right side was the cited journal, and the colored line path

represented the citation relationship, indicating the citation

trajectory and knowledge flow of knowledge (37). The result of

Part A indicated, that the published articles related to COVID-

19 were mainly focused on journals in the field of molecular,

biology, and immunology, whereas most of the cited articles

were published in journals in the field of molecular, biology,

genetics, and health, nursing, medicine (Figure 7A). The result of

Part B indicated, the published articles related to COVID-19

were mainly focused on journals in the field of medicine,

medical, and clinical, whereas most of the cited articles were

published in journals in the field of molecular, biology, genetics,

and health, nursing, medicine (Figure 7B).
Co-cited references

Top 10 highly co-cited references of Part A and Part B were

summarized in Supplementary Table S2, respectively. Part A:

The analysis results of co-cited references by CiteSpace were

shown in Figure 8A. In the visualization network of co-cited

references, all nodes representing the references were clustered

into 11 specific clusters with the highest K values, and further

formed the timeline view of these 11 clusters (Figure 8B). The

modularity was 0.6214, and the mean silhouette was 0.8706,

which reflected the rationality of the clustering method. All these

clusters were summarized and ordered by the number of co-

cited references: the first cluster was “#0 neutralization”,
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followed by “#1 cancer”, “#2 neutralization assay”, and “#3 T

cells”. Part B: all nodes representing the references were

clustered into 11 specific clusters with the highest K values

(Figure 8C), and further formed the timeline view of these 11

clusters (Figure 8D). The modularity was 0.7476, and the mean

silhouette was 0.9096. All these clusters were summarized and

ordered by the number of co-cited references: the first cluster

was “#0 inflammation”, followed by “#1 vaccine hesitancy”, “#2

receptor binding domain”, and “#3 variants”.
Keywords

Part A
Figure 9A showed the overlay visualization of author

keywords generated by VOSviewer. Among 2,097 keywords,

the frequency of occurrence was set to at least 9, and finally,

62 keywords were incorporated into the analysis. All these

keywords were marked with different colors, which could

reflect the research hotspots in different periods. Older

keywords appeared in blue, while red represented more recent

keywords. For example, keywords such as “depression”, “risk

factor”, “mental health”, and “viral shedding” were the main

topics in the early stage, and the keywords of “long

COVID”、”immunity”, “neutralization”, “variant of concern”,

“Delta variant”, “Omicron variant”, “BNT162b2”, “vaccine

effectiveness”, and “mRNA vaccine” were hot topics.

In addition, the distribution map of the top 60 high-

frequency keywords over time was conducted by R software

(Figure 9B), in which each cell represented the occurrence

frequency of a keyword in a year, and the corresponding value

was formed after standardizing these occurrence frequencies (0–

1). The value of the black cell was the smallest, which

represented the lowest occurrence frequency of the keyword

this year, with the change of color, the value of the yellow cell

was the biggest, and its corresponding keywords appeared the

most frequently this year. For example, “depression” appeared

more frequently in 2020, however, the frequency in 2021 and

2022 (as of July 31, 2022) was low.

The trend topic analysis was an important mapping tool that

helped to portray the seed of trend integration rooted in the

previous stream (38). The trend topics map was generated by R-

Bibliometrix based on the occurrence frequency of author

keywords and set word minimum frequency=12 and the

number of words per year=15 (Figure 10A). The results

showed that “reinfection”, “long COVID”, “BNT162b2” and

“neutralization” began to appear in the immunology field of

COVID-19 in 2021, “Delta variant”, “Omicron variant”,

“vaccine effectiveness”, and “mRNA vaccine” had a higher

frequency of occurrence in 2022 (as of July 31, 2022).

Finally, we conducted the keywords thematic map by R-

Bibliometrix (Figure 10B), and a total of 350 keywords were

examined where a minimum cluster frequency was 7 and the
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number of labels for each cluster was 10. The upper right

quadrant (motor theme), which was characterized by a high

density and centrality showed probably the well-developed and

important themes for the structuring of the COVID-19 research

field, including “Delta variant”, “Omicron variant”, “neutralizing

antibody” , “neutralization” , “vaccine effectiveness” ,

“BNT162b2”, “mRNA vaccine”, “monoclonal antibody”, and

“variant of concern”. In the upper-left quadrant (niche theme),

it was possible to find the themes “depression”, “mental health”,
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“pandemic”, “long COVID”, “pneumonia”, “immunity”, and

“inflammation” as major keywords. The cluster in the third

quadrant (emerging or declining theme) was characterized by

low centrality and density, which means that it was weakly

developed and marginal, including “reinfection”, “public

health”, “infection control”, “outbreak”, and “nursing home”.

The fourth quadrant (basic themes) contained “COVID-19”,

“SARS-CoV-2”, “vaccine”, “transmission”, “antibody”,

“vaccination” , “healthcare workers” , “epidemiology” ,
A

B

FIGURE 7

The dual-map overlay of the journals of Part A, B.
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FIGURE 8

(A) The visualization network of co-cited references of Part A generated by Citespace. (B) The timeline view map of reference co-citation
analysis of Part A generated by CiteSpace. (C) The visualization network of co-cited references of Part B generated by Citespace. (D) The
timeline view map of reference co-citation analysis of Part B generated by CiteSpace.
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“children”, and “mortality” as the major themes. They were

concerned with general topics that were transversal to different

research areas in the field.

Part B
84 author keywords with at least 25 occurrences were

extracted from 5,000 publications to create an overlay

visualization (Figure 11A). Keywords such as “diagnosis”, “risk

factor”, “coronavirus”, and “IL-6” were the main topics in the
Frontiers in Immunology 14
early stage, and the keywords of “long COVID”, “Delta variant”,

“Omicron variant”, “BNT162b2”, “vaccine effectiveness”, and

“humoral response” were hot topics.

The distribution map of the top 60 high-frequency keywords

over time also was conducted by R software (Figure 11B).

We also plotted the trend topics map (word minimum

frequency=20, number of words per year=15) (Figure 12A).

The results showed that “vaccination” , “BNT162b2” ,

“immunogenicity”, “safety”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “adverse
A

B

FIGURE 9

(A) Overlay visualization of keywords of Part A generated by VOSviewer. (B) The distribution map of high-frequency keywords over time of Part
A generated by R software.
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event”, “side effects”, “variants of concern”, “long COVID”, and

“Pfizer” began to appear in the immunology field of COVID-19

in 2021, “Delta variant” and “Omicron variant” began to appear

in the immunology field of COVID-19 in 2022. The above topics

had a higher frequency of occurrence in 2022 (as of July

31, 2022).

In the keywords thematic map (Figure 12B), a total of 450

keywords were examined where a minimum cluster frequency was

5 and the number of labels for each cluster was 10. The motor

theme included “SARS-CoV-2”, “antibody”, “neutralizing

antibody”, “immune response”, “spike protein”, “mortality”,

“serology”, “receptor binding domain”, “T cell”, and

“neutralization”. The niche theme includes “vaccine hesitancy”,

“COVID-19 vaccine”, “vaccine acceptance”, “public health”,
Frontiers in Immunology 15
“immunization”, “China”, “willingness”, “attitudes”, “health

belief model”, and “Italy”. The emerging or declining theme

included “inflammation”, “cytokine storm”, “cytokines”,

“ARDS” , “innate immunity” , “pneumonia” , “ACE2” ,

“biomarker”, “IL-6”, and “outcome”. The basic themes

contained “COVID-19”, “vaccine”, “vaccination”, “coronavirus”,

“healthcare workers”, “children”, “mRNA vaccine”, “BNT162b2”,

“pandemic”, and “influenza” as the major themes.
Discussion

In this study, we used CiteSpace, R-Bibliometrix, and

VOSviewer to perform a bibliometric and visual analysis of
A

B

FIGURE 10

(A) Trend topics of Part A. The X-axis represents the year, while the Y-axis is the cumulative occurrences of the keywords. (B) The keywords
thematic map of Part A generated by R-Bibliometrix.
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COVID-19-related papers published in major immunology

journals between 2020 and 2022 to sort out the research status

and hotspots of the publications and forecast future research

trends. In addition, we identified some landmark papers

(Figure 13). The journals of publication source analyzed in

this study were divided into two parts: Part A, according to

the latest JCR IF in 2021, we identified 10 immunology journals

with the highest IF. In Part B, we identified the 10 immunology

journals with the most publications related to COVID-19.
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The number of publications in a country are a major

indicator of a country’s output. The results of Part A and B

both showed that the USA and China were the two countries

with the most papers on COVID-19 published in major

immunological journals. Part B showed that Italy was the third

country in terms of publications, but although the total number

of publications in England ranked fourth, its total citations and

H-index were second only to the USA and China. It was worth

noting that the results of Part A showed that although the total
A

B

FIGURE 11

(A) Overlay visualization of keywords of Part B generated by VOSviewer. (B) The distribution map of high-frequency keywords over time of Part
B generated by R software.
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number of publications in the USA was higher than that in

China, China ranked first in terms of total citations, average

citations, and H-index, which showed that there were important

highly cited articles in 336 papers published in journals with

high impact factors in China, of which 10 papers (39–48) have

been cited more than 800 times and 6 papers (39–44) have been

cited more than 1,000 times. Among these highly cited papers,

Zhao et al. (39) published a paper in CLINICAL INFECTIOUS

DISEASES with a high number of citations (n=11,050), in which

they examined total antibodies, IgM, and IgG to SARS-CoV-2 in

plasma samples from 173 SARS-CoV-2-infected patients, and

the dynamics of antibodies with disease progression were

analyzed. Combining the results of Part A and B, we found

that in the global cooperation against COVID-19, the trend of

global cooperation has become very obvious, this was due to the
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global pandemic of COVID-19, and almost all countries in the

world were under the threat of COVID-19. Currently, developed

countries such as the USA and European countries, as well as

major developing countries such as China, India, and South

Africa, were still major contributors to global cooperation,

however, developing countries were still the weak part of the

current global cooperation, which might be related to their weak

scientific research input and infrastructure.

At the institution level, the results of Part A showed that

among the top 25 institutions with the most publications, UCL,

NIAID, Harvard Medical School, University California San

Diego, and University of Pennsylvania all had BC values

greater than 0.1, however, the results of Part B showed that

the BC values of UCL, NIAID, Harvard Medical School,

University California San Diego, and University of
A

B

FIGURE 12

(A) Trend topics of Part B. The X-axis represents the year, while the Y-axis is the cumulative occurrences of the keywords. (B) The keywords
thematic map of Part B generated by R-Bibliometrix.
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Pennsylvania were 0.06, 0.05, 0.08, 0.00, and 0.07, respectively.

In the knowledge map generated by CiteSpace, the BC value of a

node referred to the number of all the shortest paths that passed

through the node in the network and was a measure of the

connection role of the node in the overall network. For this

result, it might be because the papers published in part B

involved far more institutions than in Part A, which led to the

fact that the institutions that played an important role in Part A

seemed less important in Part B. After all, more institutions

shared the connection role. However, these institutions still

played an important role in international cooperation in this

field. From the results of Part A and B, it could be seen that

although some institutions cooperated with institutions in other

countries, more of them cooperated with institutions in their

own countries. For example, Harvard Medical School has carried

out some cooperation with the Fudan University of China, but

the USA institutions such as Brigham and Women’s Hospital,

University of California, San Francisco, University of

Washington, University of Pennsylvania, and Johns Hopkins

Bloomberg School of Public Health had the most cooperation

with them (Figure 4A). Although the benign development trend

of global institutional cooperation has been shown in this field,

cooperation, achievement exchange and information sharing

between institutions in different countries still need to be

strengthened. This was also a reminder for immunology

journals, that was, to promote the publication of high-level

papers with multi-center cooperation.

The results of Part A showed that among the 12 most

productive authors, 11 were from the University of Hong

Kong. The results of Part B showed that among the 10 most
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productive authors, 5 were from the University of Hong Kong

and 3 were from the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention.

Combining the results of Part A and B, it was found that Yuen

Kwok Yung from the University of Hong Kong was the most

important author in terms of the number of publications and

citations, and the H-index. Among the papers contained in Part

A, two papers published by Yuen Kwok Yung were cited more

than 1,000 times: An article published in EMERGING

MICROBES & INFECTIONS was cited 1,478 times. The

authors conducted bioinformatics analysis on the viral genome

of SARS-CoV-2 infected patients and compared them with other

related coronavirus genomes. They found that the genome of

SARS-CoV-2 had 89% nucleotide identity with bat SARS-like-

CoVZXC21 and 82% with that of human SARS-CoV. The

phylogenetic trees of their orf1a/b, Spike, Envelope,

Membrane, and Nucleoprotein also clustered closely with

those of the bat, civet, and human SARS coronaviruses (41).

The other paper published in CLINICAL INFECTIOUS

DISEASES confirmed that saliva might become a non-invasive

sample type for SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis and viral load

monitoring, and the risk of hospital transmission of the virus

could be reduced (44). The number of citations for this paper

was 1,023. In addition, this paper was also the highest cited paper

among the author’s papers included in Part B.

As for the author co-citation analysis, as a group author,

WHO was the author with the most co-citations (n=448 and

2,247, respectively) as shown by the results of Part A and B.

Among the papers published by WHO on COVID-19, 2 articles

have been cited more than 1,000 times: 1 paper was published in

the NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE with 1,279
FIGURE 13

Timeline of some landmark papers. Abbreviation: COVID-19, the coronavirus disease 2019; RBD, receptor binding domain; ACE2, angiotensin-
converting enzyme II.
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citations reporting the effect of four antiviral drugs (remdesivir,

hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir, and interferon beta-1a) on

overall mortality, ventilation initiation, and length of hospital

stay of COVID-19 hospitalization patients (49). Another META

analysis published in JAMA with 1,012 citations found that the

application of systemic corticosteroids was associated with lower

28-day all-cause mortality in COVID-19 critical patients

compared with routine care or placebo groups (50).

Undoubtedly, since WHO declared COVID-19 as a public

health emergency of international concern on January 30,

2020, which has made the most important contribution to the

global fight against COVID-19: WHO rapidly scaled up its

response including through its 149 country offices to support

Member States prepare for and respond to the COVID-19

pandemic (51). Moreover, WHO made great efforts and

contributions in many aspects such as carrying out clinical

research on COVID-19 (49), developing COVID-19 vaccine

and formulating international standards for antibody response

of COVID-19 vaccine (52, 53), formulating COVID-19

discharge guidelines (54) and WHO living guideline for drugs

to prevent COVID-19 (55), and formulating regional and

national coordination mechanisms for managing COVID-19

pandemic (56).

Analyzing the characteristics of international peer-reviewed

journals was helpful to understand the current trend, which was

directly reflected in helping scholars understand the major

immunology journals related to the field of COVID-19, and

select the most appropriate published journals for their research.

The results of Part A showed that among the top 10 immunology

journals with the highest IF, CLINICAL INFECTIOUS

DISEASES had the most publications (n=790), followed by

EMERGING MICROBES INFECTIONS (n=237). Among the

articles on COVID-19 published on CLINICAL INFECTIOUS

DISEASES, the paper published by Zhao et al. (39) was the most

cited. It was worth mentioning that among the papers published

on COVID-19, the number of citations of this paper ranked fifth,

second only to two papers published in LANCET (57, 58), and

two papers published in NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF

MEDICINE (59, 60). Moreover, according to Essential Science

Indicators of WOS, during the 2022 March/April period, the

citation frequency of this paper has entered the top 0.1% in the

academic field of immunology. It could be observed in Figure 6A

that as an immunology journal with high IF, the publications on

COVID-19 published by CLINICAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES

from 2020 to 2021 ranked first in terms of total publications and

growth rate. This indicated that in the field of immunology

journals, this journal was the regional core and popular journal

in this field, and made great contributions to the dissemination

of COVID-19 immunology-related information. Results of Part

B showed that VACCINES had the largest number of

publications (n=1,305), followed by FRONTIERS IN

IMMUNOLOGY (n=1,135). The number of papers on

COVID-19 published by VACCINES increased from 55 in
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2020 to 641 in 2021 and 609 by July 2022. The highest cited

papers (529 times) on COVID-19 published in this journal

reviewed the latest assessment of the global COVID-19

vaccination acceptance rate (61). A paper published in

FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY, which was cited 1,183 times,

analyzed the number and functional status of T cells in patients

with COVID-19. The authors found that patients with COVID-

19 had significantly reduced T cell counts, surviving T cells

appear to be functionally exhausted, and non-ICU patients with

total T cell counts below 800/mL might still require urgent

intervention (62). According to Essential Science Indicators of

WOS, this paper has been cited among the best 0.1% in the

academic field of immunology. From the perspective of the

number of publications and citations, and H-index, CLINICAL

INFECTIOUS DISEASES, and FRONTIERS IN IMMUNOLOGY

were the most essential immunology journals in the field of

COVID-19-related research (Table 1). Combining the results of

Part A and B, NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE,

LANCET, NATURE, VACCINE, SCIENCE, and CELL were the

most co-cited journals. Unlike several other journals with high

worldwide impact, VACCINE had a lower IF (4.169). However,

we found that among the papers on COVID-19 published in

VACCINE, 6 papers were cited more than 150 times (63–68). In

conclusion, the research results related to COVID-19 published

in these journals were more likely to be cited and received more

attention. Moreover, it was necessary to pay attention to the

published papers in these journals to get the latest progress in the

field of COVID-19.

Reference co-citation analysis and keyword co-occurrence

analysis were helpful to reveal the main research directions,

hotspots, and evolutionary processes in this field (69).

The timeline view helped to understand the evolutionary

trajectory of topics in the field (70). As could be seen from the

timeline view of Part A, from 2021 to 2022, the three clusters “#0

neutralization”, “#3 T cells”, and “#5 vaccine effectiveness” had

the highest frequency of citing references. Similarly, the timeline

view of Part B showed that the three clusters “#3 variants”, “#8

BNT162b2”, and “#10 heterologous” had the highest frequency

of citing references. These results suggested that the above topics

were the current research hotspots in the immunology field of

COVID-19.

The overlay visualization of author keywords by VOSviewer

indicated that the results of Part A showed that “long COVID”,

“immunity”, “neutralization”, “variant of concern”, “Delta

variant” , “Omicron variant” , “BNT162b2” , “vaccine

effectiveness”, and “mRNA vaccine” were relatively new topics

in Part A. The results of Part B showed that the keywords “long

COVID”, “Delta variant”, “Omicron variant”, “BNT162b2”,

“vaccine effectiveness”, and “humoral response” were relatively

new topics. Combining the results of Part A and B, the current

research hotspots mainly focused on SARS-CoV-2 variant-

related topics, such as “Delta variant” and “Omicron variant”,

and immunization or vaccine-related topics for SARS-CoV-2,
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such as “BNT162b2”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “immunity”,

“neutralization”, “mRNA vaccine”, and “humoral response”,

and the topic “long COVID”.

We also took other methods to analyze the keywords. The trend

topics map of Part A showed that “Delta variant”, “Omicron

variant”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “mRNA vaccine”, “reinfection”,

“long COVID”, “BNT162b2”, and “neutralization” were the topics

worth paying attention to in 2021-2022. The results of Part B showed

that “Delta variant”, “Omicron variant”, “vaccination”, “BNT162b2”,

“immunogenicity”, “safety”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “adverse event”,

“side effects”, “variants of concern”, and “long COVID” were the

most noteworthy topics in 2021-2022. Combining the results of Part

A and B, the topics worthy of attention at present mainly focused on

the related topics of the SARS-CoV-2 variant, such as “Delta variant”

and “Omicron variant”, the immune-related topics against SARS-

CoV-2, such as “neutralization”, “reinfection”, “immunogenicity”,

the vaccine-related topics such as “BNT162b2”, “vaccine

effectiveness”, “mRNA vaccine”, “safety”, “adverse event”, and

“side effects”, and “long COVID”.

Finally, we focused on the motor theme in the keywords

thematic map. The results of Part A indicated that “Delta

variant”, “Omicron variant”, “neutralizing antibody”,

“neutralization”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “BNT162b2”, “mRNA

vaccine”, “monoclonal antibody”, and “variant of concern” were

well-developed and important themes. The results of Part B

showed that “antibody”, “neutralizing antibody”, “immune

response”, “spike protein”, “mortality”, “serology”, “receptor

binding domain”, “T cell”, and “neutralization” were well-

developed and important themes. In addition, “cytokine

storm” in the third quarter (emerging or declining theme), as

a new theme, is also worthy of attention.

Different software and research methods had their

advantages and could complement each other. In this study,

we used VOSviewer, R software, and R-Bibliometrix to analyze

the keywords, using keyword overlay visualization, trend topics

map, distribution map of high-frequency keywords, and

keywords thematic map to show the topic evolution and

hotspots of keywords as fully and objectively as possible. Based

on the above results, we found that the topics of common

concern among the 10 immunology journals with high IF and

the 10 most published immunology journals were mainly

focused on the SARS-CoV-2 variant-related topics, such as

“Delta variant” and “Omicron variant”, immune-related topics

against SARS-CoV-2, such as “neutralization/neutralizing

antibody” , “T cell” , vaccine-related topics, such as

“BNT162b2”, “vaccine effectiveness”, “mRNA vaccine”, and

“safety”, and the topic “long COVID”.
SARS-CoV-2 variants

As the most prevalent variant of concern in 2021 (71), the

Delta variant was first detected in India in October 2020 and
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reported in over 80 countries on 20 June 2021 (72). Enhanced

transmission of Delta variants is associated with key mutations

in spike proteins such as P681R, L452R, D614G, and T478K.

Although vaccines such as ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 and BNT162b2,

which are widely used in different countries, are resistant to

Delta variants, their efficiency is still much lower. There is

imperative to reveal the molecular, immune, and toxic

characteristics of this variant to effectively eradicate the Delta

variant. The latest researches suggest that chimeric spike mRNA

vaccines may be the direction to overcome the Delta variant

(73, 74).

Since the first case of Omicron variant infection was

discovered in South Africa on November 24, 2021 (75), this

variant has rapidly spread to many countries and regions around

the world. All the Omicron subvariants share eleven common

mutations in the RBD of the spike protein, which is responsible

for enhanced transmission, evasion, antibody neutralization, and

RNA expression (76). Omicron variant can evade neutralizing

antibody (NA) and weaken existing COVID-19 vaccine

protection, but vaccine boosters can boost immunity (77) and

improve the efficacy by 12-35 fold (78). However, most of the

neutralizing monoclonal antibodies which are approved by the

FDA for the treatment of SARS‐CoV‐2 variants, are ineffective

against the Omicron variant except for Sotrovimab, and recent

studies revealed that the Omicron BA.2 is also resistant to

Sotrovimab (79). New Omicron variants BA.4 and BA.5 are

reported to be more transmissible and can escape from BA.1

elicited immunity which is moderated by vaccination (80), and

most monoclonal antibodies (81). Thus, the development of

bivalent or multivalent vaccines that are designed to target new

Omicron subvariants (BA.4 and BA.5) is urgently resolved (82).
SARS-CoV-2 humoral immunity and
cellular immunity

Currently, decreased immunity over time and reduced

efficiency against variants appear to be major problems with

many COVID-19 vaccines. As key immunological markers, NA

can signal the elicitation of defense responses for the prevention

and control of viral infections and disease onset. There is a

correlation between the level of NA responses to SARS-CoV-2

and the protection level of the vaccine (66, 83), and increasing

transmissibility and the reduced protective effects of NA have

been proven to contribute to the rapid spread of Delta and

Omicron variants (84–86). Among the current common

vaccines, ZF2001 shows neutralizing activity against wild-type

virus and Delta variant (87), however, it is nearly impossible to

neutralize the Omicron variant (88). The neutralization

efficiency with two doses of BNT162b2 vaccine against the

Omicron variant is lower than wild-type virus (89, 90). Study

also reported that after two doses of inactivated BBIBP-CorV,

the neutralizing activity against wild-type virus is 80%, and only
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10% of serum samples show successful neutralization against

Omicron variants (91). Booster mRNA vaccines (BNT162b and

mRNA-1273) increase NA responses, especially against

Omicron variants, compared to two doses of mRNA vaccines.

Neutralization against the Omicron variant is detected in all

serum samples after the third dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine,

but not in some serum samples after the two doses of the

mRNA-1273 vaccine (92, 93). Nemet et al. (90)reported that a

third dose of the BNT162b2 vaccine was 100 times more effective

in neutralizing the Omicron variant than the two-dose

vaccination. The neutralization titers against wild-type virus

and Omicron variant increase after the third inactivated

vaccine (91). The neutralization titer of the BBIBP-CorV/

ZF2001 heterologous booster group is higher relative to the

homologous booster group (94). Both homologous and

heterologous inactivated vaccine booster increase NA and

improve the protection against the Omicron variant (91). It

can be seen that it becomes necessary to continue vaccination

after the vaccine booster and to strengthen the heterologous

booster to improve the NA response against SARS-CoV-2

variants , especial ly emerging variants such as the

Omicron variant.

In the process of severe COVID-19, the inflammatory

response increased, and the number of T cells such as CD4+

and CD8+ T cells decreased significantly (57, 95–97), but

activation of T cells increase (98, 99). CD4+ T cells can not

only optimize the cytotoxic function and memory generation

of CD8+ T cells but also play an important role in the

production of highly effective neutralizing antibodies and

the development of memory B cells (100, 101). Studies have

demonstrated that the faster the response of antibodies and T

cells to SARS-CoV-2, the better the improvement of infection

outcomes (102, 103). Coordinated T-cell and antibody

responses can reduce the severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection

(104), and memory T-cell responses play a major role in

immune protection against SARS-CoV-2 infection (105–

107). In the case of poor antibody responses, CD8 T cell

responses assume the main task of preventing severe COVID-

19 (103, 108–110), while CD4 T cells are essential for

protective antibody responses and promote the maturation

and proliferation of CD8 T cells (111), which may contribute

to recovery from COVID-19 infection when humoral

immunity is deficient (112). Strong T-cell responses are

associated with milder COVID-19, and they also contribute

to the protective response produced by vaccination (103,

104). Studying SARS-CoV-2-specific T-cell responses could

contribute to speeding up the vaccine testing process and

facilitate vaccine development in the context of the COVID-

19 pandemic (113). However, many unknowns remain, such

as whether rapid induction of adaptive immune responses to

SARS-CoV-2 and less severe COVID-19 manifestations are

driven by pre-existing T cells (114), and whether a role for

vaccine-elicited memory CD4+ T cell and CD8+ T cell
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responses in directly mediating protection from SARS-CoV-

2 infection is unclear (115).
Vaccines

OnMarch 1, 2022, among five vaccines approved by EMA to

prevent COVID-19, two mRNA vaccines were included:

BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 (116). BNT162b2 is a 30 mg dose

of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein encoded by mRNA, developed

by BioNTech and Pfizer. Studies have shown that BNT162b2 has

certain effectiveness in different populations (117–119) and

different variants (118, 120–123). For immunocompromised

patients, a recent clinical trial indicated that BioNTech was

effective in 72.2% of immunocompromised individuals

compared to 100% of healthy controls (124). Although

BNT162b2 can elicit a significant immune response in most

patients with autoimmune disease, the patient’s treatment may

hinder the antibody response to vaccination (125–127).

BNT162b2 is immunogenic in patients with retained

immunity, although it is slightly less effective in HIV patients

(128). However, serious adverse reactions including

lymphadenopathy, severe chest pain, hypertension, allergy,

paroxysmal ventricular arrhythmia, etc. have caused scholars’

attention (129).
Cytokine storm

The cytokine storm of COVID-19 is an uncontrolled

immune response of the host to SARS-CoV-2 infection,

characterized by a sharp increase in proinflammatory

cytokines (130). These cytokines can trigger immune cells to

release a large number of free radicals, which can lead to acute

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), accumulate into systemic

inflammation, and eventually lead to multiple system organ

failure (131). These cytokines mainly include interleukin-1

(IL-1), 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 17, 18; tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-

a); IFN-g; granulocyte colony-stimulating factor; granulocyte-

macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF); and

monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (132). Studies have

shown that these cytokines are associated with a variety of

signal pathways: such as IL-2 and JAK-STAT5 signaling

pathway (132), IL-7/IL-7R and JAK/STAT pathway (133), IL-

10 and JAK/STAT3 pathway (134), and IL-6与JAK/STAT3

pathway (96, 135), whose activation can trigger inflammation,

leading to the recruitment of lung cells, endothelial cells,

macrophages, monocytes, lymphocytes, natural killer cells and

dendritic cells into a cytokine storm (136). In addition, the IL-12

signaling pathway is involved in increasing the activation of

immune cells, promoting the proliferation of Th1 and Th17

cells, and inducing the expression of IFN- g (137). There are

interactions between these cytokines, such as IFN- g, IL-4 and
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IL-10 may inhibit the production of GM-CSF (138), and GM-

CSF can regulate other cytokine signals (such as IL-1, IL-6, IL-2,

IL-8, IL-10, and TNF-a) to influence the inflammatory response

(139). Currently, monoclonal antibodies against a variety of

cytokines and a variety of related signaling pathway modulatory

agents have shown potential to control the SARS-CoV-2

cytokine storm, such as tocilizumab for IL-6 (140, 141),

emapalumab for IFN-g (142), canakinumab for IL-1b and

anakinra for IL-1R (143), JAK2/STAT3 inhibitors (131, 144),

NF-kB pathway regulators (145), MAPK/NF-kB pathway

regulators (146), the nucleotide-binding and oligomerization

domain-like receptor family pyrin domain-containing 3

inflammasome signaling inhibitors (147, 148). In addition,

immunoglobulin (149), nanotechnology-based corticosteroid

drugs (150), and traditional Chinese medicine (151–153) are

also potential drugs to alleviate cytokine storms.
Long COVID

Up to 70% of COVID-19 survivors infected with SARS-

CoV-2 may develop long-term medical complications (154–

157). Such symptoms are often referred to as “long COVID”

(158, 159). There was no consistent definition of long COVID,

so WHO provided a clinical definition: “Post-COVID-19

condition occurs in individuals with a history of probable or

confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, usually 3 months from the

onset of COVID-19 with symptoms that last for at least 2

months and cannot be explained by an alternative diagnosis.”

(160). Long COVID patients often have respiratory dysfunction

(161), cardiovascular complications (162, 163), neurological

symptoms (164, 165), and gastrointestinal symptoms (166),

etc. Chronic damage to these multiple system organs has a

significant negative impact on the quality of life of long COVID

patients (167). The pathophysiology is unknown. Residual viral

particles and viral shedding have been proposed as probable

causes of long COVID (168). Long COVID risk among fully

SARS-CoV-2-vaccinated individuals is markedly reduced in

comparison with the unvaccinated (169–171). However, the

strength of the current evidence is limited, and further studies

are required to determine the impact of vaccination on long

COVID symptoms. A comprehensive multidisciplinary

approach, including physical and mental rehabilitation

services, to manage long COVID patients is extremely

necessary. In addition, antiviral therapy shows great promise

in reducing the incidence rate of long COVID (168).

Although no specific therapeutic regimens have been

approved for COVID-19 to date, studies of interferon-based

(172, 173) and antibody-based immunotherapies (174, 175), as

well as polyclonal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 (176, 177),

support their clinical use as treatment options for COVID-19. In

addition, the immunological efficacy of many traditional

Chinese medicines has been confirmed. For example, Lianhua
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Qingwen Capsule can inhibit the cytopathic effect of SARS-CoV-

2 in vitro, reduce the viral load in the cytoplasm and membrane

(178), and inhibit the replication of SARS-CoV-2 (179). Shufeng

Jiedu capsule can increase the expression of the A2A adenosine

receptor, inhibit NF-kB phosphorylation, reduce inflammation

and inhibit apoptosis and ultimately improve acute lung injury

in COVID-19 (180). Studies have demonstrated the

immunological efficacy of components of Chinese medicine in

treating COVID-19: for example, components in Ephedra sinica

can alleviate pneumonia symptoms by reducing the production

of IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a, and MMP-9 (179), and quinoline-2-

carboxylic acids in Ephedra sinica can disrupt the interaction

between ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 RBD (181). Extracts of

Scutellaria baicalensis are able to inhibit the activity of SARS-

CoV-2 3C-like protease and suppress SARS-CoV-2 replication

in vitro (182). Sanghuangporus sanghuang can significantly

decrease the expression of ACE2 and transmembrane protease

serine 2 and reduce their expression in mouse liver and kidney

tissues (183). In addition, many natural products (gallinamide A,

cordycepin, telocinobufagin, plitidepsin, and tylophorine) are

able to target the SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro), RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase, papain-like protease, and spike

glycoprotein, manifesting potential functions in the treatment of

COVID-19 (184). However, the efficacy and safety of these

Chinese medicine preparations and natural products need to

be further evaluated. Notably, novel biomaterials such as

nanomaterials have also shown positive effects on enhancing

the drug efficacy of COVID-19. Thanks to the ability of lipid

nanoparticles to protect encapsulated mRNA (185), lipid

nanoparticle-based mRNA vaccines have received ‘emergency

use authorization’ (by FDA) and ‘conditional approval’ by EMA.

In addition, since SARS-CoV-2 infection occurs mainly in the

epithelial cells of the respiratory tract, lipids/polymers can be

configured as inhalable aerosols for the delivery of drugs such as

curcumin, hesperidin, favipiravir, and therapeutic siRNAs

targeting COVID-19 and its resulting cytokine storm, acute

lung injury, and ARDS (186–190), which both avoid the side

effects caused by intravenous systemic administration and first-

pass metabolism (189) and overcome, to some extent, the

barriers that exist in the pulmonary system (191). However,

how to avoid the side effects caused by local deposition of

inhaled drugs in the oral cavity and pharynx deserves in-

depth study.

Combining the results of the dual-map overlays of Part A

and B, it can be seen that, the published articles related to

COVID-19 are mainly focused on journals in the field of

molecular, biology, immunology, and medicine, medical, and

clinical, whereas most the cited articles are published in journals

in the field of molecular, biology, genetics, and health, nursing,

medicine (Figure 7). It is gratifying that these COVID-19 related

studies have reflected the effective penetration of multiple

disciplines, not just immunology, which is also the current

development trend of various disciplines.
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Inspiration and prospect

Conducting comparative studies on the epidemiology,

genetic alterations and clinical manifestations of SARS-

CoV-2 variants and their sublines will help to control the

spread, diagnosis, detection, prevention, and treatment of the

variants. In addition, understanding the roles of multiple viral

enzymes such as RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, replicase,

and transcriptase can help provide insight into the RNA

replication process of SARS-CoV-2 and the development of

modulators targeting these enzymes (192). Currently, the

most crit ical measures to prevent and control the

transmission of multiple variants such as Delta and

Omicron remain to improve vaccination coverage, and

there is a need to test the efficacy of vaccine cocktails

against emerging variants, including Omicron (193),

however, in-depth studies are needed to achieve long-term

immunity. Besides, the COVID-19 vaccine or drug delivery

system based on new materials such as nanoparticles will be

an important research direction (194). The very important

role of spike protein and RBD in protective humoral

immunity induced by T-cell responses and neutralizing

antibodies during SARS-CoV-2 infection provides an

important direction for the development of new vaccines

and drugs. Impaired function or overactivation of T cells

may lead to serious complications in COVID-19 patients

(195, 196), and therefore more data on T cell responses in

large clinical trials of vaccines involving different populations

are needed to better assess the role of T cells in SARS-CoV-2

infection. In addition, mechanisms by which SARS-CoV-2

evades recognition by T cells, including sequence mutations,

and active alterations of antigen processing and presentation,

need to be considered. Cytokine storm is strongly associated

with fatal outcomes in patients with severe COVID-19 (197).

Targeting these inflammatory cytokines as well as the

application of immunomodulatory agents could benefit

COVID-19 patients and enhance the effectiveness of

antiviral therapy. However, due to the complexity of the

inflammatory network, targeting one inflammatory factor

pathway may stimulate downstream compensatory immune

responses, and therefore the risks and benefits of these agents

need to be balanced. SARS-CoV-2-mediated cytotoxicity,

excessive inflammation, cytokine storm, and reactive

physiological changes in the corresponding organs may

combine to cause specific symptoms of long COVID.

Current research on the pathophysiological mechanisms of

long COVID has focused on the acute COVID-19 phase and

subsequent organ dysfunction. However, as symptoms

change over time, there is a need for pathophysiological
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studies at different time points. Vaccines, especially mRNA

vaccines, have shown a preliminary potential to reduce the

symptoms and prevent the progression of long COVID, but

the duration of protection and its effectiveness against

emerging variants still need further study.
Limitations

Our study had several limitations. First, as an important

bibliometric research database, the WOS database might still

omit some important literature. Second, we used multiple

software to analyze the contents of the 10 immunology

journals with the highest IF and the 10 immunology

journals with the most publications on COVID-19 in terms

of countries, institutions, authors, keywords and references.

However, we have to admit that the heterogeneity of this

study existed because other immunology journals not

included in our research might have published some

important papers. However, we believe that the literature

included in this study may, to a large extent, enable scholars

to quickly understand what important immunological

information, research hotspots, and development trends the

articles on COVID-19 published in major immunology

journals have transmitted.
Conclusion

Since the COVID-19 global pandemic, the USA, China,

England, and Italy have made the most significant contributions

to the studies on COVID-19 published in major immunology

journals. Although the number of articles was not the largest,

UCL, NIAID, Harvard Medical School, University California

San Diego, and University of Pennsylvania played a central role

in international cooperation in the immunology research field

of COVID-19. Yuen Kwok Yung from the University of Hong

Kong was the most important author in terms of the number of

publications and citations, and the H-index. As a group author,

WHO was the most cited. From the perspective of the number

of publications and citations, and H-index, CLINICAL

I N F E C T I OU S D I S E A S E S a n d F RONT I E R S I N

IMMUNOLOGY were the most important immunology

journals in the field of COVID-19-related research. Currently,

the most essential immunology journals focused on the

following topics: “Delta/Omicron variants”, “cytokine storm”,

“neutralization/neutralizing antibody”, “T cell”, “BNT162b2”,

“mRNA vaccine” , “vaccine effectiveness/safety” , and

“long COVID”.
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